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Abstract

We address the problem of localizing a specific momen-

t from an untrimmed video by a language sentence query.

Generally, previous methods mainly exist two problems that

are not fully solved: 1) How to effectively model the fine-

grained visual-language alignment between video and lan-

guage query? 2) How to accurately localize the moment in

the original video length? In this paper, we streamline the

temporal language localization as a novel multi-stage ag-

gregated transformer network. Specifically, we first intro-

duce a new visual-language transformer backbone, which

enables iterations and alignments among all elements in

visual and language sequences. Different from previous

multi-modal transformers, our backbone keeps both struc-

ture unified and modality specific. Moreover, we also pro-

pose a multi-stage aggregation module topped on the trans-

former backbone. In this module, we compute three stage-

specific representations corresponding to different moment

stages respectively, i.e. starting, middle and ending stages,

for each video element. Then for a moment candidate, we

concatenate the starting/middle/ending representations of

its starting/middle/ending elements respectively to form the

final moment representation. Because the obtained momen-

t representation captures the stage specific information, it

is very discriminative for accurate localization. Extensive

experiments on ActivityNet Captions and TACoS datasets

demonstrate our proposed method achieves significant im-

provements compared with all other methods.

1. Introduction

Temporal localization is a prominent and fundamental

problem for video analysis in the computer vision commu-

∗Corresponding author.

nity. In the past years, there are lots of works that have

been conducted for temporal action localization [28, 38, 48,

3, 42, 18, 47]. Recently, the task of temporally localiz-

ing natural language in videos has been attracting the in-

terest of researchers. The task aims to localize the temporal

moment corresponding to a language sentence query in an

untrimmed video. Compared with temporal action local-

ization, temporal language localization is more challenging

and has vast potential applications, such as video retrieval,

video captioning, and human-computer interaction, etc.

There are many approaches that have been proposed for

temporal language localization [1, 7, 20, 41, 40, 45, 35,

19, 25, 26, 43]. Although those approaches have achieved

many promising results, there are still several critical prob-

lems that have not been fully solved: 1) How to effectively

model the fine-grained visual-language alignment between

video and language query? 2) How to accurately localize

the moment in the original video length? For the first prob-

lem, most existing approaches often process video and lan-

guage sequences separately and then fuse them. However,

processing the two modalities separately, e.g., first encoding

the query sentence into a single vector, will inevitably lose

some detailed semantics and thus cannot achieve detailed

interaction and alignment. Besides, the temporal relations

in the video sequence are often modeled by local operations,

which is not sufficient to obtain enough contextual informa-

tion. For the second problem, previous approaches usually

use the full convolution, mean pooling or RoI (Region of

Interest) pooling [38, 10] operations to obtain the feature

representation for moment candidates. We argue that these

kinds of representations are not discriminative enough. For

instance, the moment or event often contains some differ-

ent stages, e.g. the starting, middle and ending stages. The

information of those stages is very important for accurate

moment localization. However, the mean pooling opera-

tion discards the stage information, thus cannot match the
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different stages precisely. Although the convolution or RoI

pooling operations can model the different stages to some

extent, they do not rely on explicit stage-specific represen-

tations. Besides, convolution operation densely using all the

elements in the moment candidate is hard to catch the key

elements for localization, and it also cannot adapt to vari-

ous dynamics in the moment because of the fixed structure

of convolution kernel.

To address these problems, in this paper we propose a

novel multi-stage aggregated transformer network for tem-

poral language localization in videos. Our proposed net-

work mainly contains two components: the visual-language

transformer backbone and the multi-stage aggregation mod-

ule topped on the transformer backbone. Specifically, we

first introduce a new visual-language transformer back-

bone, which simultaneously processes both the video and

language sequences to effectively model the fine-grained

visual-language interactions and alignments. Our trans-

former backbone is inspired by recently proposed visual-

language BERT models [31, 30, 17, 16, 5], which encode

the visual and language sequences into a unified sequence

and process it utilizing a single BERT. This kind of archi-

tecture processes the two sequences from different modal-

ities in a compact and efficient way. However, we argue

that different modalities have modality specific contents and

relation patterns. It is not optimal to encode sequences

from different modalities into a unified sequence and mod-

el them without a difference. In our transformer backbone,

we also keep a single BERT architecture but decouple the

BERT parameters into different groups to process the visual

and language contents respectively. Thus, our transformer

backbone keeps the compactness and efficiency of the sin-

gle BERT structure while models the two modalities more

effectively. Moreover, in order to achieve more accurate

moment localization, we propose a multi-stage aggregation

module topped on the transformer backbone. In this mod-

ule, we compute three stage-specific representations corre-

sponding to three different temporal stages respectively, i.e.

starting, middle and ending stages, for each element in the

video sequence. Then for a moment candidate, we con-

catenate the starting representation of its starting element,

middle representation of its middle element and ending rep-

resentation of its ending element to form the final moment

representation. Because the three representations capture

the specific information about different stages respective-

ly, the obtained moment representation is stage sensitive,

which is very discriminative for accurate localization. The

whole architecture of our proposed network is conceptually

simple and efficient. Not only does it achieve superior lo-

calization performance, but also achieves a very fast speed.

To summarize, our main contributions are three-fold:

• We propose a novel streamline network based on a

new visual-language transformer backbone for tempo-

ral language localization. In our transformer back-

bone, we keep a single BERT architecture but de-

couple the parameters into different groups to process

the modality specific contents respectively. It is the

first attempt of utilizing the unified cross-modal trans-

former network to solve the fine-grained visual lan-

guage alignment problem for temporal language local-

ization.

• We propose a multi-stage aggregation module topped

on the transformer backbone for more accurate lan-

guage localization. The obtained representation con-

sists of several sparsely selected and stage specific rep-

resentations, which is very discriminative for accurate

moment localization.

• We conduct extensive experiments on ActivityNet

Captions and TACoS datasets and the experimental

results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed

network. We believe our work will promote the future

research of this new kind of architecture for temporal

language localization.

2. Related Work

The research topics about the relation of vision and lan-

guage have been long explored. Temporal moment localiza-

tion in untrimmed videos with natural language is an impor-

tant problem among these topics. In the past years, there are

lots of works have been conducted for temporal action lo-

calization. Temporal action localization aims to predict the

duration and the label of the activity instance in untrimmed

videos. This task is limited to simple actions and cannot

handle complex activities in the real world. To tackle this

problem, moment localization with natural language [7, 1]

is introduced recently.

Localizing moments in videos by specified sentences is a

challenging task. It requires to align the semantics between

video clips and sentences in addition to video content un-

derstanding. Recently, great progress has been achieved in

moment localization with natural language. Existing meth-

ods for the task can be generally divided into two cate-

gories: one-stage and two-stage. One-stage methods take

a video and query sentences as input to generate the video

clips associated with the query sentences directly. In [41],

the authors propose an approach which can directly predic-

t the coordinates of the queried video clip using attention

mechanism. [9] and [4] leverage cross-modal interactions

between video and sentence to select the starting and end-

ing frames of the video clip described by the query sen-

tence. [43] densely predicts the boundary regression from

each frame to the ground truth moment. One-stage method-

s can be trained end-to-end, but they still have some lim-

itations. They are easy to miss some candidate. Mean-

while, the interaction of video and sentences is also lim-
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Figure 1. The framework of our proposed multi-stage aggregated

transformer network for temporal language localization in videos.

The tokens “[MASK]” represent the masked words. “S”, “M”,

“E” are the representations for starting, middle and ending stages

respectively. The dotted rounded rectangle represents a moment

candidate.

ited. Most two-stage methods belong to a propose-and-

rank pipeline. They usually generate a series of propos-

als from the video first, then rank these proposals relying

on the matching between proposals and query sentence.

Many works [7, 1, 20, 21, 46, 8, 36, 39, 44, 45] follow this

pipeline. [12] introduce a reinforcement learning method

into temporal language localization task, where the agent

can learn the policy to adjust the boundary of a moment can-

didates. [39] propose a neural network that can use query

to generate query-guided proposals. [44] use graph to mod-

el temporal relations among proposals explicitly. [45] pro-

pose a 2D temporal adjacent network (2D-TAN) to model

the context and structure information between the moment

candidates and also learn the differences between those can-

didates. Recently, LGI [25], CSMGAN [19] and FIAN [26]

attempt to explore the local and more detailed interactions

between video and sentence. However, they are well de-

signed and not general. Besides, at the moment level, they

neglect the stage specific information thus cannot achieve

more accurate localization.

3. Our Method

The whole architecture of our proposed network is

shown in Figure 1. Our network includes two main com-

ponents: the visual-language transformer backbone and the

multi-stage aggregation module topped on the backbone.

Those two components are deeply integrated to form an ef-

ficient and effective network.

3.1. Problem Formulation

Given an untrimmed video, we denote the video as a se-

quence of frames X = {x1, x2, · · · , xT }. Each video is

annotated with a set of moment-sentence pairs {S, ts, te},

where S represents the language sentence, ts and te repre-

sent the start and end times of the moment corresponding

to the sentence. Given the input untrimmed video and the

sentence query, our task aims to localize the target moment

corresponding to the sentence query in the video.

To obtain the input visual feature, we first evenly seg-

ment the original video stream into N video clips. For each

clip, we extract the visual features using an existing CNN

model, then we mean pool the features in the clip. Thus, the

video can be finally represented as V = {vi}
N
i=1, where vi

is the feature of the i-th clip. For the input language sen-

tence, we directly generate the Glove embedding vector wi

for each word, and thus the language sequence can be rep-

resented as S = {wi}
M
i=1, where M is the length of the

language sentence.

3.2. The Visuallanguage Transformer Backbone

In this section, we describe our visual-language trans-

former backbone in detail. Basically, our visual-language

transformer is inspired by recently proposed multi-modal

BERT models [31, 30, 17, 16, 5]. These models encode

the visual and language sequences into a unified sequence.

Then, the unified sequence is feed-forwarded to a sin-

gle BERT to model the visual and language interaction-

s. This kind of BERT is architecture concise. It can pro-

cess the two modality sequences very compactly and effi-

ciently. As shown in Figure 1, our visual-language trans-

former backbone also applies the single BERT architec-

ture. However, as we argued before, different modalities

have modality specific contents and relation patterns. It is

not optimal to encode different modalities into a unified se-

quence and model them without any difference. Thus, d-

ifferent from those models, we decouple the parameters in

the BERT into different groups to process the visual and

language contents respectively. In our transformer back-

bone, we keep both structure unified and modality specif-

ic. Specifically, we first project the input visual and sen-

tence features to the same dimension, then directly add

the position embeddings to the feature sequences to for-

m the input of our transformer backbone. Note that the

visual and sentence sequences are concatenated as a sin-

gle long sentence when encoding the element position. Let

xl =
{

vl1, v
l
2, · · · , v

l
N , wl

1, w
l
2, · · · , w

l
M

}

be the features of

l-th layer (x0 is the input of the backbone), the forward pro-

cess in l + 1-th layer is illustrated as follows:


















































ãl+1
i,V →V = Att

(

Ql+1
V →V vli,K

l+1
V →V

[

vl1, v
l
2, · · · , v

l
N

])

,

ãl+1
i,L→V = Att

(

Ql+1
L→V vli,K

l+1
L→V

[

wl
1, w

l
2, · · · , w

l
M

])

,

al+1
i,V = Softmax

([

ãl+1
i,V →V , ãl+1

i,L→V

])

,

ṽl+1
i,V →V = W l+1

V →V

[

vl1, v
l
2, · · · , v

l
N

]

,

ṽl+1
i,L→V = W l+1

L→V

[

wl
1, w

l
2, · · · , w

l
M

]

,

vl+1
i =

[

ṽl+1
i,V →V , ṽl+1

i,L→V

] (

al+1
i,V

)T

(1)
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where V, L represent the visual and language modalities re-

spectively, Q,K,W are the learnable parameters (in which

different subscripts represent different parameters), [·] is the

concatenation operation, Att (·) is the attention function

which is same as the original transformer model [34]. In

equation 1, we decouple different modalities by using dif-

ferent parameters. wl+1
i can be computed by the similar

process. Then, we can obtain the features of l + 1-th lay-

er xl+1 =
{

vl+1
1 , vl+1

2 , · · · , vl+1
N , wl+1

1 , wl+1
2 , · · · , wl+1

M

}

.

By decoupling different modalities, modality specific con-

tents and relation patterns can be better modeled in our

transformer backbone.

From equation 1, we can also see that we do not intro-

duce any extra computation compared with previous single

BERT based models [31, 30, 17, 16, 5]. The architecture

is not changed and we just use different parameters to pro-

cess different modality contents. Thus, we both keep the

compactness and efficiency of these models and enhance

the multi-modality modeling ability. Note that our trans-

former backbone is also different from other multi-modal

BERT models [24, 32] which use two BERT streams to pro-

cess different modality contents. These two BERT based

models introduce additional cross-modal layers to achieve

multi-modality interactions, while our transformer back-

bone keeps the same architecture of original BERT model

which is more compact and efficient.

Our transformer backbone consists of multiple layers of

this encoder. After stacking multiple layers, the derived rep-

resentation is of rich capability in aggregating and aligning

visual-language clues. Each element in the video can in-

teract with each element in the sentence query. Thus, it can

achieve a more detailed and accurate video-query alignmen-

t, which is very important for accurate moment localization.

3.3. Multistage Aggregation Module

After the visual-language transformer backbone, the de-

rived representation is much informative and representative.

However, in order to achieve more accurate moment local-

ization performance, we propose a multi-stage aggregation

module topped on the transformer backbone. In this mod-

ule, we compute three stage-specific representations corre-

sponding to different temporal stages respectively, i.e. s-

tarting, middle and ending stages, for each element in the

video sequence. To improve the discrimination of repre-

sentations for different stages, we also impose a prediction

layer on those representations to predict the starting, mid-

dle and ending scores respectively. Those processes can be

illustrated as follows:
{

ro = MLP o
1

(

vR
)

po = Sigmoid (MLP o
2 (ro))

, o ∈ {s,m, e} (2)

where vR is the output visual representation from the trans-

former backbone, rs, rm, re are the representations for s-

tarting, middle and ending stages respectively, ps, pm, pe

are the prediction scores if the element is the starting, mid-

dle and ending stages respectively. For each moment-

sentence pair {S, ts, te}, we define the ground truth of s-

tarting, middle and ending scores as follows:






















gs = e
−

(i−ts)2

2σ2
s ,

gm = e
−

(i−(ts+te)/2)2

2σ2
m ,

ge = e
−

(i−te)2

2σ2
s

(3)

where i is the position index in the video sequence,

gs, gm, ge are the ground truth of starting, middle and end-

ing scores, σo = αo (te − ts) , o ∈ {s,m} is the standard

deviation of the unnormalized 2D Gaussian distribution and

αo is a positive scalar to control the value of the standard de-

viation. A larger αo makes elements near around the start-

ing/middle/ending point of the ground truth moment have

higher starting/middle/ending scores.

Then we impose a weighted binary cross entropy loss on

the prediction layer as:

Lstage =

1

3

s,m,e
∑

o

N
∑

i=1

(

−g
o
i · log

(

p
o
i

)

−

(

1 − g
o
i

)

· log
(

1 − p
o
i

))

·

(

g
o
i − p

o
i

)2

(4)

By this loss, the three representations, i.e. rs, rm, re, will

be forced to be stage specific.

Given a moment candidate with the temporal location

(ts
′, te

′), we sparsely sample its starting element (localiz-

ing at ⌊ts
′⌋), middle element (localizing at ⌊(ts

′ + te
′) /2⌋)

and ending element (localizing at ⌈te
′⌉), and take the start-

ing, middle and ending representations from those three el-

ements respectively to concatenate them as the representa-

tion for the moment candidate. Then, we use this concate-

nated feature to predict the matching score and boundary

regression between the moment candidate and ground truth

moment, which is as follows:

a′, rs
′, re

′ = MLP
(

[rs⌊ts′⌋, r
m
⌊(ts′+te′)/2⌋, r

e
⌈te′⌉]

)

(5)

where a′, rs
′, re

′ are the predicted matching score and

boundary regression, ⌊·⌋ represents the rounding down

function and ⌈·⌉ represents the rounding up function, [·] rep-

resents the concatenation operation. Because the three rep-

resentations are stage-specific to the moment starting, mid-

dle and ending stages, this concatenated feature is very dis-

criminative for accurate moment localization. Note that this

feature is also very different from previous approaches in

terms of its sparse representation selection from several key

elements. Thanks to the visual-language transformer back-

bone, the derived representation of each element contains

enough context information from both modalities, sparsely

selection does not decrease the representation ability for the

moment candidate, but lets the model precisely catch the

important elements for accurate moment localization.
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We apply the L1 loss for the boundary regression:

Lregress =
1

Q

Q
∑

i=1

∣

∣

∣
ris

′
−

(

ts − tis
′
)
∣

∣

∣
+

∣

∣

∣
rie

′
−

(

te − tie
′
)
∣

∣

∣ (6)

where Q is the number of moment candidates whose start-

ing and ending ground truth scores are both greater than a

threshold τ , (ts, te) is the boundary of ground truth.

For the matching score, we adopt a truncated IoU val-

ue as the supervision signal. Specifically, we first compute

the IoU score y between the regressed moment candidate,

i.e. (ts
′ + rs

′, te
′ + re

′), and the ground truth moment, i.e.

(ts, te). Then, the IoU score y is truncated to 1 if it is not

smaller than a threshold tmax and 0 if it is not larger than

a threshold tmin. While other values of y keep the same.

Then we also adopt the weighted binary cross entropy loss

for the matching score, which is illustrated as follows:

Lmatch =

Z
∑

i=1

(

−yi log ai
′

− (1 − yi) log
(

1 − ai
′
))

·

(

yi − ai
′
)2

(7)

where Z is the number of all moment candidates, ai
′ is the

predicted matching score. Different from previous works

computing the IoU score without regression, our IoU score

is calculated between the regressed moment candidate and

the ground truth moment, which makes our model can mea-

sure the quality of boundary regression.

To generate moment candidates, any moment propos-

al methods can be applied in our framework. For conve-

nience, we follow the same candidate generation process as

in [45]. Specifically, we first enumerate all possible seg-

ments which consist of any consecutive clips. Then, for

short length segments, we densely pick them as moment

candidates. For longer length segments, we gradually in-

crease the sampling interval to sparsely select them as mo-

ment candidates. The key idea behind this is to remove the

redundant segments which have large overlaps with the se-

lected candidates. More details can be seen in [45].

3.4. Training and Inferring

During training, we pick the video-query pairs as input

of our network. Similar to the original BERT [6], each word

in the sentence sequence is randomly masked at a probabili-

ty of 15%. For the masked word, its token is replaced with a

special token of “[MASK]”. Then we let the model predic-

t the masked words based on the unmasked words and the

information from the visual sequence. Note that predict-

ing some important words, e.g. nouns for objects and verbs

for actions, needs the information from the video sequence.

Thus, masked word prediction not only makes the trans-

former learn language dependencies but also better align

the video and language modalities. The loss function for

masked word prediction is the standard cross entropy loss.

Then, this loss and the previous three losses for moment lo-

calization are summed together to train the whole network.

For a fair comparison, we did not pretrain our transformer

backbone on any other dataset. All the parameters are ran-

domly initialized.

At inferring stage, our model takes the video sequence

and sentence query without masking words as input and out-

puts the matching score and new boundary for each candi-

date. We rank the candidates according to their matching s-

cores from high to low. Then we use NMS (Non Maximum

Suppression) to remove the largely overlapped candidates

and return the top 1 or top 5 candidates as the localized mo-

ments. Note that in order to keep the input consistency for

query sentence during training and inferring, we can also

input the query sentence without masked words at a small

probability, e.g. 20%, in the training process.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset

ActivityNet Captions [15] contains 20K videos with

100K queries. The video average duration is 2 minutes. The

videos in ActivityNet Captions contain diverse contents.

We use the validation subset ”val 1” as our validation set

and validation subset ”val 2” as our testing set. In our set-

ting, there are 37,417, 17,505 and 17,031 moment-sentence

pairs for training, validation and testing respectively.

TACoS [27] is widely used on the video grounding task.

It contains 127 videos about cooking activities with an av-

erage duration of 7 minutes. TACoS is a very challenging

dataset. The query sentences in TACoS contains multi-level

activities with variable level of details. We follow the s-

tandard split [7], which includes 10,146, 4,589, and 4,083

moment-sentence pairs for training, validation and testing.

4.2. Experimental Settings

Evaluation Metric. Following previous works [7, 45],

we utilize Rank n @ IoU=m to evaluate our method. It rep-

resents the percentage of correct localizations, where a cor-

rect localization is defined as there is at least one matched

moment in the top-n generated moments. If the IoU be-

tween the generated moment and the ground truth moment

is larger than m, the generated moment is matched. We set

n ∈ {1, 5} and m ∈ {0.5, 0.7} for ActivityNet Captions,

n ∈ {1, 5} and m ∈ {0.3, 0.5} for TACoS.

Implementation Details. We use AdamW [14, 22] to opti-

mize our network. The batch size is set to 16 and the learn-

ing rate is 1×10−4. The number of transformer layers is set

to 6 and the feature dimension of all layers is set to 512. The

number of heads is set to 16 and 32 for ActivityNet Captions

and TACoS respectively. Following previous works, we u-

tilize C3D network [33] to extract the video feature. We set

the length of video clips N to 32 for ActivityNet Captions

and 128 for TACoS. For both datasets, the standard devi-

ation scalar αs, αm are set to 0.25, 0.21 respectively. The
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Table 1. Comparisons with state-of-the-arts on ActivityNet Cap-

tions dataset. All methods are based on the C3D video feature.

Method
Rank 1

IoU = 0.5

Rank 1

IoU = 0.7

Rank 5

IoU = 0.5

Rank 5

IoU = 0.7

MCN [1] 21.36 6.43 53.23 29.70

CTRL [7] 29.01 10.34 59.17 37.54

TGN [4] 27.93 - 44.20 -

ACRN [20] 31.67 11.25 60.34 38.57

CMIN [46] 43.40 23.88 67.95 50.73

QSPN [39] 33.26 13.43 62.39 40.78

ABLR [41] 36.79 - - -

TripNet [11] 32.19 13.93 - -

SCDM [40] 36.75 19.86 64.99 41.53

DRN [43] 45.45 24.36 77.97 50.30

2D-TAN [45] 44.51 26.54 77.13 61.96

LGI [25] 41.51 23.07 - -

DPIN [35] 47.27 28.31 77.45 60.03

CSMGAN [19] 49.11 29.15 77.43 59.63

FIAN [26] 47.90 29.81 77.64 59.66

Ours 48.02 31.78 78.02 63.18

threshold τ is set to 0.4, and the thresholds tmin, tmax for

the IoU truncation are set to 0.5, 1.0 respectively.

4.3. Comparison with StateoftheArt Methods

We compare our proposed multi-stage aggregated trans-

former network with extensive state-of-the-art method-

s. The comparison results on ActivityNet Captions and

TACoS are shown in Table 1-2. We can see that our method

achieves significant improvements compared with all other

methods, eapecically when the localization criterion is more

rigorous. Although our method achieves Rank1@IoU=0.5

1.09 point lower than CSMGAN [19] on ActivityNet Cap-

tions, it outperforms CSMGAN in terms of all other met-

rics. Especially for Rank1@IoU=0.7 and Rank5@IoU=0.7

metrics, our method outperforms CSMGAN by 2.63 points

and 3.55 points respectively. Note that IoU=0.7 is a more

rigorous criterion to determine whether a localized moment

is correct or not. This shows our method can localize the

moment with higher quality. Besides, our method greatly

outperforms CSMGAN on TACoS dataset by more than 10

points across all metrics. These results show the superiority

of our method. We can also see that our improvements on

TACoS are higher than the improvements on ActivityNet

Captions. This is because the query sentences in TACoS

contains multi-level activities with variable level of details.

They are more challenging to be accurately localized. Tak-

ing the query sentence “woman slices the second kiwi and

places it on the plate” as an example, it needs exact seman-

tic alignment and stage-wise matching. In our model, each

video clip can interact with each word in the query and our

moment representation is stage sensitive, thus it greatly im-

proves the performance.

Next, let us compare our model with other methods in

more detail. Firstly, we compare our model with previous s-

liding window based methods: MCN [1], CTRL [7], ACRN

Table 2. Comparisons with state-of-the-arts on TACoS dataset. All

methods are based on the C3D video feature.

Method
Rank 1

IoU = 0.3

Rank 1

IoU = 0.5

Rank 5

IoU = 0.3

Rank 5

IoU = 0.5

CTRL [7] 18.32 13.30 36.69 25.42

ACRN [20] 19.52 14.62 34.97 24.88

ROLE [21] 15.38 9.94 31.17 20.13

VAL [29] 19.76 14.74 38.55 26.52

ACL-K [8] 24.17 20.01 42.15 30.66

CMIN [46] 24.64 18.05 38.46 27.02

QSPN [39] 20.15 15.23 36.72 25.30

SLTA [13] 17.07 11.92 32.90 20.86

ABLR [41] 19.50 9.40 - -

DEBUG [23] 23.45 - - -

TripNet [11] 23.95 19.17 - -

MCF [37] 18.64 12.53 37.13 24.73

TGN [4] 21.77 18.90 39.06 31.02

SCDM [40] 26.11 21.17 40.16 32.18

DRN [43] - 23.17 - 33.36

2D-TAN [45] 37.29 25.32 57.81 45.04

CSMGAN [19] 33.90 27.09 53.98 41.22

FIAN [26] 33.87 28.58 47.76 39.16

DPIN [35] 46.74 32.92 62.16 50.26

Ours 48.79 37.57 67.63 57.91

[20], VAL [29] and ACL-K [8]. Those methods first use

the sliding window to generate moment candidates, then di-

rectly fuse with the sentence query representation. They do

not explore the detailed interactions between video and sen-

tence. While QSPN [39], ABLR [41], CMIN [46], TGN [4]

and SCDM [40] attempt to conduct cross interactions by us-

ing the sentence representation to attend the video contents

or learn a sentence conditioned representation. However,

they still independently encode the sentence query into a

single vector, which inevitably losses some detailed seman-

tics. Recent works, such as LGI [25], CSMGAN [19] and

FIAN [26], explore the local and more detailed interaction-

s between video and sentence to improve the performance.

However, they neglect the different stages in the moment.

While our proposed moment representation can match dif-

ferent stages, thus facilitates accurate localization. Besides,

we conduct the fine-grained visual language alignments us-

ing our transformer backbone, which is more efficient and

general than those well designed models.

Moreover, we compare our model with other typical

methods, i.e., 2D-TAN [45], DPIN [35] and DRN [43]. In

2D-TAN, it arranges the features of all moment candidates

into a 2D feature map. The candidate localizing at the (i, j)
position in the map represents it starts at i-th clip and ends

at j-th clip. Then, 2D-TAN utilizes 2D CNN to compute

the matching score. Although it can learn the differences

between adjacent candidates, the candidates must satisfy a

fixed structure, which limits its adaptation. In order to im-

prove the boundary localization accuracy, DPIN introduces

two pathways which one for boundary prediction and one

for semantic alignment. While our proposed multi-stage
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aggregated moment representation contains both semantics

and stage/boundary information itself, and can be easily ap-

plied in other models as well. Different from other methods,

DRN directly predicts the location regression from a video

clip to the boundary. However, the queried moments have

various semantics and temporal durations, regression from

a clip is not very effective.

4.4. Ablation Study

In this section, we take the ablation study of investigat-

ing the effects of different factors in our proposed method.

Specifically, we study the following variants of our model:

• Conv-LSTM-Conv utilizes LSTM to encode the

query sentence to a vector and fuses it with the video

sequence. After that, the fused sequence is modeled by

multiple layers of temporal convolution. On top of the

last convolution layer, we use stacked convolution [44]

to obtain the representation for the moment candidate.

• Conv-LSTM-MSA is similar to Conv-LSTM-Conv,

but it applies our proposed multi stage aggregation

module to obtain the moment representation.

• VLTrans-Mean/Conv/RoI/MSA encodes the visual

and language sequences into a unified sequence. Then,

the unified sequence is feed-forwarded to a single s-

tandard BERT to model visual and language interac-

tions. Mean, Conv, RoI, MSA represent using the

mean pooling, stacked convolution, RoI pooling and

our multi stage aggregation module to obtain the mo-

ment representation respectively.

• De-VLTrans-MSA is similar to VLTrans-MSA, but u-

tilizes the decoupled visual language transformer in-

stead of the standard single BERT to model visual and

language interactions.

• TBERT-MSA is inspired by [32]. It uses two BERT

streams to process visual and language sequence sep-

arately. The two BERT streams introduce additional

cross-modal layers to achieve multi-modality interac-

tions. Then it also applies our multi stage aggregation

module to obtain the moment representation.

• VLTrans-MSA-4X based models are similar to

VLTrans-MSA, but keep VLTrans-MSA with the same

number of parameters as De-VLTrans-MSA. V1 and

V2 represent 4 times of parameters in width and depth

respectively, and V3 represents 2 times of parameters

in width with 2 times of parameters in depth.

• De-VLTrans-MSA-2S/4S keeps the same architecture

as De-VLTrans-MSA, but uses the different number of

moment stages. 2S represents keeping only the start-

ing and ending stages, while 4S represents keeping the

starting, left center, right center and ending stages.

• De-VLTrans-MSA-UM is same as De-VLTrans-MSA

except that it is trained without the masked words pre-

diction.

The experimental results of these variants are shown in Ta-

ble 3, in which we can obtain the following observations:

Does transformer help? Comparing Conv-LSTM-Conv

with VLTrans-Conv, and Comparing Conv-LSTM-MSA

with VLTrans-MSA, De-VLTrans-MSA, TBERT-MSA re-

spectively, we can see that using the transformer backbone

can significantly improve the performance. This is be-

cause the transformer backbone enables dynamical and fine-

grained visual language interaction and alignment, and thus

improves the localization performance.

Does decoupling parameters perform better? When de-

coupling the parameters for visual and language modali-

ties, De-VLTrans-MSA achieves better performance than

VLTrans-MSA. This verifies our consideration that differ-

ent modalities have modality specific contents and rela-

tion patterns, we should decouple the parameters for better

modelling different modalities. We can also see our pro-

posed De-VLTrans-MSA outperforms the VLTrans-MSA-

4X based models. In fact, the VLTrans-MSA-4X based

models even achieve worse performance than VLTrans-

MSA. This shows simply adding the number of parameter-

s of VLTrans-MSA cannot increase the performance, and

demonstrates the effectiveness of our De-VLTrans-MSA as

well. We also compare our De-VLTrans-MSA with TBERT-

MSA that uses two BERT streams to process visual and lan-

guage sequence separately. Generally, we can see our De-

VLTrans-MSA achieves better performance than TBERT-

MSA. The reason is that our De-VLTrans-MSA is more ar-

chitecture compact and computation efficient.

How is the effect of multi-stage aggregation module? In

both Conv-LSTM based models and VLTrans based model-

s, topping our multi-stage aggregation module achieves sig-

nificant improvements than other ways, e.g. stacked convo-

lution, mean pooling and RoI pooling. Because our pro-

posed representation captures the stage specific informa-

tion, it can match the moment more accurately. Our multi-

stage aggregated module can easily replace other ways on

different models. It is a universal method for candidate

feature extraction. Note that the mean pooling operation

performs significantly worse than other methods on TACoS

dataset. This is due to that the mean pooling operation total-

ly losses the stage-specific information. While the activity

length in TACoS is more variable, lacking this information

has a great influence.

How does the number of moment stages influence per-

formance? Overall, keeping more stages, i.e. De-VLTrans-

MSA-4S, does not improve the performance. While keep-

ing only two stages, i.e. De-VLTrans-MSA-2S, also de-

crease the performance. For us, it is intuitive to divide

an event into three stages, i.e. starting, middle and ending
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Table 3. Ablation study on ActivityNet Captions and TACoS datasets. All methods are based on the C3D video feature.

Method

ActivityNet Captions TACoS

Rank 1

IoU = 0.5

Rank 1

IoU = 0.7

Rank 5

IoU = 0.5

Rank 5

IoU = 0.7

Rank 1

IoU = 0.3

Rank 1

IoU = 0.5

Rank 5

IoU = 0.3

Rank 5

IoU = 0.5

Conv-LSTM-Conv 41.12 24.23 76.31 55.89 35.77 27.27 60.26 48.09

Conv-LSTM-MSA 45.16 27.81 76.70 58.65 40.66 31.39 63.86 50.51

VLTrans-Mean 45.92 27.28 77.34 61.61 44.99 30.92 66.31 51.96

VLTrans-Conv 45.36 28.41 77.68 60.81 46.16 35.02 68.41 55.56

VLTrans-RoI 45.02 28.42 77.82 60.40 45.11 34.92 66.06 55.64

VLTrans-MSA 46.96 30.27 77.69 62.28 47.26 36.89 66.41 57.09

De-VLTrans-MSA 48.02 31.78 78.02 63.18 48.79 37.57 67.63 57.91

TBERT-MSA 46.74 30.12 76.82 61.32 48.61 37.94 64.66 55.24

VLTrans-MSA-4X-V1 45.52 28.74 77.48 62.19 45.24 35.04 66.53 56.94

VLTrans-MSA-4X-V2 20.74 12.20 57.34 38.95 6.70 2.10 29.09 14.15

VLTrans-MSA-4X-V3 45.94 27.94 78.45 62.59 45.19 36.14 65.81 55.51

De-VLTrans-MSA-2S 46.84 30.15 78.00 62.66 44.56 34.12 63.53 53.59

De-VLTrans-MSA-4S 47.69 31.24 78.51 63.41 47.91 36.69 67.61 57.34

De-VLTrans-MSA-UM 46.26 28.82 77.36 61.81 45.64 34.79 65.31 55.91视频语句定位

GT 21.7 s 46.8 s

45.9 s21.5 sOurs

Query: The person removes some of the herbs from the package and rinses them thoroughly in the sink.

GT 57.7 s 125.1 s

206.6 s156.1 sOurs

Query: She goes to the drawer and takes out a peeler and starts peeling the potatoes.

(a) successful example

(b) failed example

Figure 2. The detected examples of our model on TACoS. GT is

the ground truth moment, Ours is the result of De-VLTrans-MSA.

stages. Too few stages will miss some important contents.

However, adding more stages is not always necessary and

may even cause redundancy. Because we impose a layer to

predict stage scores for each clip, the clip representations

have been pushed to fuse useful surrounding contents.

How useful is the masked language modeling? When

training without the masked words prediction, De-VLTrans-

MSA-UM achieves significantly worse performance. As s-

tated before, masked word prediction not only makes the

transformer learn language dependencies but also better

align the video and language modalities.

4.5. Qualitative Results

Figure 2 visualizes some detected examples of our mod-

el on TACoS. From Figure 2 (a), we can see our model lo-

calizes the moment very accurately. This demonstrates the

effectiveness of our model. In Figure 2 (b), our model fails

to localize the correct moment. The reason is that “peeling

the potatoes” and “cutting the potatoes” have similar con-

tents thus are easily confused. This inspires us that accurate

visual semantics learning is very important. In the future,

we will attempt to use large-scale video-language data on

the internet, e.g. the videos and their captions on YouTube,

to pretrain our model.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a novel multi-stage aggregated

transformer network for temporal language localization in

videos. Specifically, we introduce a new visual-language

transformer backbone, which enables dependency model-

ing among all the input elements from both visual and

language sequences to effectively model the fine-grained

visual-language alignment. Our proposed backbone keep-

s both structure unified and modality specific. Further-

more, we also propose a multi-stage aggregation module

topped on the transformer backbone, in which we compute

three stage-specific representations corresponding to differ-

ent temporal stages and conduct the multi-stage aggregation

to obtain the more discriminative feature for accurate mo-

ment localization. These two components are deeply inte-

grated to form an efficient and effective network. Our pro-

posed model also has good scalability. We can use a large

amount of video-language data to pre-train our network. We

believe our work will promote the future research of this

new kind of architecture for temporal language localization.
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